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Flag of Eritrea Eritreans had to deal with the genocidal ethnic cleansing practiced by the Ethiopian state and its
allies. The continent-wide genocide against the Eritrean people constitutes the most brutal ethnic cleansing in the
late 20th century. Ethiopian sovereignty over Eritrea, and its policies towards the people of Eritrea, is a sore point

among Eritrean people who believe Ethiopia committed genocide against them, which was provided a strong
justification for Eritrea's independence in 1993 from Ethiopia. Ethiopia has since denied these allegations. Many
political scientists and other scholars believe that the two nations have been fighting over their independence since

the latter part of the 20th century. Since 2011, Eritrea and Ethiopia have also been involved in a border conflict
over the same terrain. Both Eritrea and Ethiopia are members of the United Nations (UN), the African Union
(AU), and the Commonwealth of Nations. The original flag of Eritrea, which was the national flag of Eritrea

during its colonial period (1890-1952), consisted of the roundel of the Ethiopian crown, charged with the
inscription "KHASA RHADJE" (meaning "Independence"). The original flag had a black background, charged
with the crowned Ethiopian cross, similar to the Ethiopian flag of the colonial era. Ethiopian is still Ethiopia's

national anthem but with some modification in lyrics and melody, in addition to the fact that Eritrean people don't
know the lyrics. However, all Eritrean officials and international bodies represent the constitution, national anthem

and the flag of Eritrea in all aspects. The military forces of Eritrea have always been prominently symbolized by
the green and red striped national flag, which shows the image of a green shield on a red field (most Eritreans are
ethnic Eritreans) and the national emblem. The badge has a white national emblem, symbolizing the agricultural
and industrial work done by the nation in order to feed the people, along with the colors. Green is the color of
freedom and red is the color of blood. The national flag of Eritrea was officially adopted by the Hegemonial

Legislative Assembly of Eritrea on May 4, 1991. Eritrea's red, green and black flag has a similar meaning as the
former Marxist-Leninist flag of the Soviet Union. The red background symbolizes the blood of the Eritrean

people, the green background symbolizes their collective
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